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the MobiLe  
ChALLenges

IncreasIng threat levels

the volume of new malware specifically targeting mobile devices is growing at an exponential 
rate. new malware attacks are also becoming increasingly sophisticated – as cybercriminals 
recognise the value of the information that they can steal from mobile devices. While the vast 
majority of criminals launch attacks in order to generate revenue – either directly or indirectly – 
the total cost of an attack can be much higher than just stolen money. the loss of data, and the 
potential negative effects on a business’s reputation, can also cause severe damage.

greater demand for mobIle access

At the same time, most corporations are recognising the productivity benefits that can be gained 
by giving their mobile workforce ‘anytime, anywhere’ access to more of the business’s corporate 
systems and data. Furthermore, as businesses and employees embrace bring Your own Device 
(bYoD) initiatives – where employees use their own mobile devices to perform work tasks – the 
security risks are significantly increased, so the need for effective mobile security technologies is 
greater than ever.

It and securIty departments have to tackle the Issues

if businesses are to benefit from the potential productivity gains offered by increased mobile 
access – and employees are to enjoy the convenience of bYoD – security and it departments 
must ensure that the business is protected against all new mobile security threats.
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the neW seCuritY  
issues thAt  
MobiLe brings
another route for malware Into the corporate network
 
Most businesses have invested in security that protects the endpoints within their corporate 
network – plus firewalls to prevent unauthorised external access to corporate systems. however, 
enabling access to business systems and data via mobile devices means smartphones and 
tablets will effectively cross through the protective firewall. if those devices are infected with 
viruses or trojans, the security of the corporate network can be compromised.

the dangers of mIxIng corporate and personal data  
on one devIce

Whenever personal and corporate data are stored on the same mobile device, there’s a  
potential security risk. separating corporate data and the user’s personal data can help 
businesses to apply specific security measures to their confidential or business critical 
information on the device.

if, for example, the device is owned by an employee who leaves the company, separating the  
data can make it much easier for the business to remove the corporate data from the device 
without affecting the employee’s personal data.

byod means even more platforms to manage

With the average employee now using two or three different mobile devices to access the 
corporate network, it and security departments face the challenge of having to implement  
and manage bYoD mobile security across an almost limitless range of devices and operating 
systems, including:

• Android
• ios
• Windows Mobile
• blackberry
• symbian

to avoid overloading the security team, it’s essential that the business chooses a mobile 
management and security solution that simplifies the process of securing a wide range of 
devices and platforms.

vulnerabIlItIes lead to data theft

Cybercriminals are increasingly exploiting unpatched vulnerabilities within operating systems 
and commonly-used applications, in order to gain control of mobile devices and to steal data – 
including passwords to corporate systems. 

installing the latest updates for all of the applications running on your infrastructure and your 
employees’ devices is essential. there are security solutions that combine protection for 
desktops, laptops and servers – including anti-malware, application control, web control,  
device control, vulnerability scanning and patch management – plus mobile device security.
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rIsks In the employee’s home

A further risk of data theft – from syncing and backup – is much harder for the business  
to control.

if your company operates a bYoD scheme, it’s likely that some or all employees will be syncing 
their mobile devices with their home PCs or Macs. this can introduce an additional risk of data 
loss. even though the employee may only be interested in backing up their personal files and 
photos, they could also be unintentionally downloading corporate data and passwords from  
their mobile device onto their home computer as part of the sync process.

if the employee’s home computer has already been infected by trojans or spyware, this could 
compromise the security of corporate data. Furthermore, if the computer has unpatched 
vulnerabilities, cybercriminals can easily access the mobile data that’s backed up, stored or 
synced onto the computer – regardless of the security software that’s actually running on the 
mobile device.

this type of risk can raise serious issues regarding compliance. it’s vital that the business 
considers how mobile devices may be used – including in the employee’s home – and takes 
steps to ensure that sensitive data is always protected.

For a high-level overview of compliance obligations, please see Kaspersky’s exclusive 
whitepaper – information security and Legal Compliance: Finding Common ground by Michael 
r. overly, esq., CisA, CissP, CiPP, issMP, CrisC.

supplementIng devIce-level encryptIon

Many mobile platforms include the ability to encrypt data in order to ensure sensitive information 
cannot be accessed by criminals if the smartphone or tablet is stolen or the information is 
intercepted. however, there are techniques criminals can use break some encryption algorithms.
it’s wise to choose a mobile security solution that can apply a further layer of encryption – in 
addition to the mobile device’s own encryption capability –to help protect precious data.

loss of a mobIle devIce, could mean loss of corporate data

one of the key benefits of mobile devices is also one their major drawbacks. because 
smartphones and tablets are so small and lightweight, they’re convenient to carry around for 
easy access to corporate data. however, this also means the devices are very easy to lose –  
or for thieves to steal.

regardless of how much effort the business devotes to educating its employees about security 
awareness, some devices are going to be lost or stolen. it’s important to have data security 
remedies in place to cover these eventualities.
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Assessing the  
AvAiLAbLe MobiLe  
seCuritY teChnoLogies
advanced antI-malware capabIlItIes

because anti-malware solutions have been available for many years, some businesses have 
come to regard them as ‘commodity items’ – assuming that all anti-malware solutions offer 
similar levels of protection. unfortunately, not all anti-malware products are capable of delivering 
the rigorous security that businesses require today.

in the past, traditional, signature-based protection, relying on the security vendor regularly 
updating its database of malware signatures, was sufficient to protect against the fairly 
unsophisticated threats of the time. today, signature-based methods cannot provide adequate 
security against the vast range of new and complex threats that are being released daily. to 
protect against new and emerging threats, it’s important to choose an anti-malware solution that 
offers a combination of the key components of protection:

signature-based protection
this is still an important element in a business’s defences against malware. but not all vendor 
solutions deliver the same protection. the effectiveness of each solution will largely depend on:

• the quality of the vendor’s anti-malware engine – and its ability to detect malware. 
• the speed and frequency with which the vendor delivers updates to its malware signature 

database.

proactive, heuristic-based protection
in addition to signature-based methods, it’s important that the security solution can also analyse 
the behaviour of software – to protect against malicious actions undertaken by new malware 
programs that don’t yet have a published signature.

cloud-assisted protection
the power of the cloud can add another vital layer of anti-malware security. by monitoring 
consenting users’ systems across the world – in order to identify new and emerging threats – 
cloud-assisted technologies can help security vendors to deliver an extremely rapid response  
to new malware. Cloud-assisted security is essential for protecting businesses against zero-day 
and zero-hour threats.

separatIng personal and corporate data

on bYoD devices, it’s essential that the user’s personal data and applications are totally 
separated from the business’s mission-critical programs and confidential information.

there are a number of ways in which data can be separated within a single device:

smartphone / tablet virtualization
this technique is similar to server virtualization, where several virtual machines are set up within 
one physical server. Mobile device virtualization effectively makes each device act like two 
separate devices. in this way, corporate data/applications are totally separated from personal 
data/apps within the same smartphone or tablet.

however, the virtualization process uses so much of the device’s computing power that the 
technique is not viable with current phones and tablets.
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separate interfaces
Another technique involves the use of two different interfaces for one device – one interface for 
corporate data and another for personal data. At first sight, this may appear to be a fairly elegant 
solution to the need for data separation. however, there can be major disadvantages that often 
make this method of operation much less convenient for users.  even relatively simple 
requirements – such as the storage of contact information – can be problematic. the user may 
have to set up two different lists of contacts – one for personal contacts and one for work 
contacts. if the employee receives a work-related phone call while they’re accessing personal 
data or applications, the phone may be unable to display the contact information for the 
incoming call. because the phone is in use in ‘personal mode’, the user cannot access contact 
data that is held in the ‘work section’ of the phone.

containerisation
Containerisation gives administrators the ability to create containers – on the device – for all 
corporate applications. Data can be shared across containerised applications – but that data is 
not made available to non-containerised programs. 

this third technique also separates personal and corporate data. however it offers two key 
advantages:

•  Although corporate and personal information are stored separately, there are none of the user 
convenience issues that can result from having two separate interfaces – like having to switch 
between personal and corporate modes in order to access contact information.

•  Containerisation delivers an additional layer of security for the corporate data that’s stored on 
the mobile device.

•  the administrator can also set specific security options for everything that’s held within the 
corporate containers. For example, the administrator can ensure that all data within a 
container is automatically encrypted.

•  by storing all corporate data within a secure container, this technique provides a further layer 
of security. in addition to using the mobile device’s own data encryption capabilities, the 
containers can also be encrypted. it is virtually impossible for the average cybercriminal to 
decrypt data that is held inside a secure, encrypted container.

mobIle devIce management (mdm)

Mobile Device Management can provide a convenient way for administrators to:

• install – and uninstall – security software and other applications
• Create and manage policies and rules for corporate network access
• Manage anti-malware protection settings
• enable data encryption
• Protect corporate data in the event of the loss or theft of a mobile device

Although MDM products have been commercially available for many years, businesses now 
have the option of buying fully-integrated solutions that combine mobile management features 
and mobile security technologies.
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in the past, the only option was to buy a MDM solution and separate anti-malware – from a 
different vendor – which often required a level of integration by the it department. even once it 
was integrated, a combination of the two products typically meant:

• using two separate consoles, instead of one integrated management console – so the 
administrator had to use:

 – one console to manage the MDM functionality
 – Another console to control the anti-malware functions
• A lack of integrated reporting functionality – with separate reports being generated by the 

MDM product and the anti-malware product. 

even companies running one of the common, standalone MDM products, can expect significant 
benefits from moving to one of the new integrated solutions, including:

• ease of use – via a single console
• integrated reporting
• Lower total cost of ownership

over the aIr (ota) provIsIonIng

some MDM products allow administrators to deliver applications, including business and 
security programs, remotely via otA to users’ mobile devices.

this can significantly reduce administrative time and effort, saving the business money.

controllIng the launch of applIcatIons

some employees will always have an ‘application-centric’ attitude towards running a wide range 
of non-work apps on their mobile devices.

Although many applications present no risk to corporate data, some do cause security issues. 
it’s important to choose a MDM or security solution that gives the administrator control over the 
launch of applications.

Application Control functions give the administrator a choice of policies:

default allow
this lets any application run on the employee’s device – with the exception of applications that 
have been blacklisted.

default deny
this option blocks all applications from running – with the exception of applications that have 
been whitelisted.

Within a bYoD scheme, a Default Deny policy could be very unpopular with employees. but your 
choice of policy may depend primarily on the nature of the information that you wish to secure.
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controllIng Internet access

‘Drive-by’ malware attacks, where a user’s device can become infected just by visiting an 
infected web page, are increasing.  Controlling web access can help to prevent the leakage of 
corporate data or the transfer of malware to the corporate network.

some mobile security products give administrators the ability to block malicious websites as well 
as blocking access to categories of sites that:

• Contain inappropriate content, or
• Are not suitable for the work environment

dealIng wIth lost or stolen mobIle devIces

Lost or stolen mobile devices can represent a serious security risk for a business. Features that 
give administrators remote access to the missing device can help to minimise the damage if the 
device attempts to access corporate data and systems:

blocking the missing device
As a first step, the administrator can remotely block the operation of the device. this not only 
prevents unauthorised access to corporate data and systems, but also prevents any other use of 
the device.

finding the device
some mobile security solutions can use a combination of gPs, gsM, Wi-Fi and mapping to show 
the approximate location of the missing device.

wiping data
if it appears that it’s not going to be possible to retrieve the missing device, some security 
solutions provide the administrator with remotely operated commands that can delete data from 
the tablet or smartphone. in order to avoid possible legal liability issues – for deleting the 
employee’s personal data – it’s advisable to select a security solution that offers a choice of data 
wiping options:

• selective wipe:
 –   this helps administrators to delete corporate data, without affecting the user’s personal 

data. the feature is particularly useful if the user suspects that their bYoD device has been 
mislaid instead of permanently lost, or the user has left the company.

 –   if the security software includes the ability to hold corporate data within secure containers, 
the selective wiping process can easily be restricted to the containerised data and 
applications.

• total wipe and device reset:
  –  this option can be used to delete all corporate and personal information on the device and 

to return the device to its original factory settings.
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accessing a mobile device if the sIm card has been changed
to evade detection, thieves will often change the siM card in the stolen device. however, some 
security solutions actively monitor this action, automatically notifying the administrator of a siM 
card change and supplying the new phone number. this enables the administrator to run all 
remote blocking, locating and wiping features despite the change of siM card.

additional anti-theft features
some vendors’ mobile security solutions include features that give administrators remote 
access to additional functions, such as the ability to display a message on the device’s screen 
urging anyone using the device to return it to the employee or the business.
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evALuAting the  
‘invisibLe FACtors’

It’s an ongoIng battle… for all securIty vendors

All aspects of it security are effectively a game of ‘cat and mouse’ between cybercriminals and 
security software vendors. As soon as vendors release new products and updates that plug the 
holes in it defences, criminals will try to:

• identify new operating system or application vulnerabilities to exploit
• Develop new attack methods
• Find new ways to try to circumvent anti-malware technologies

At the same time, criminals are looking for new ways to enter corporate systems – and mobile 
devices provide one such route.

If a securIty vendor Isn’t In thIs for the long haul,  
can you really depend on them?

because of the ever-changing threat scenario, it’s essential to choose an it security vendor that 
continuously enhances its corporate security offerings and delivers a rapid response to new 
threats and new attack vectors in the long term.

While a vendor’s previous performance doesn’t necessarily guarantee future service levels, it’s 
probably one of the best indicators available to you. in addition, you should consider the level of 
financial investment that each vendor makes in ongoing research and development.

Aim to shortlist only the vendors that have a good track record of:

• Developing innovative technologies that deliver additional layers of security
• Consistently being the first – or one of the first – to detect and defend against major new 

threats
• Winning significant industry awards and accolades

Impact on performance, long-term supportabIlIty,  
and adaptabIlIty

Another area that can be difficult to assess is the actual quality of the code within each security 
vendor’s products. At first sight, this may not appear a vital consideration. however, the way in 
which the code has been developed – and how it has been adapted to include new features   
can have a major effect on:

• the performance of the users’ mobile devices
• the performance of your central servers
• the vendor’s ability to deliver essential new features in the future

some vendors have sought to add functionality to their basic product by acquiring other 
companies. While this approach can help vendors to extend the capability of their offerings, it 
can also result in inefficient code. often, the vendor’s development personnel will have to adapt 
and rework existing code in order to overcome potential incompatibilities and integration issues. 
this rarely results in code that is optimised for performance and ongoing flexibility.
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by contrast, if you can find a vendor that has developed all of their code in-house, it’s likely that 
the code will be highly optimised to deliver protection without significantly impacting CPu 
performance. With a ‘smaller footprint’, the code should help to preserve more of the 
performance of the employees’ devices and the business’s servers.

if code is exclusively developed in-house, when new features are added, there’s virtually no 
likelihood of integration issues. this can result in essential new functionality being delivered to 
customers much earlier than when this is not the case.

Kaspersky security for Mobile combines Kaspersky Lab’s award-winning protection 
technologies and extensive MDM functionality in one tightly integrated solution. by giving 
administrators greater visibility and control over mobile devices that access the corporate 
network, Kaspersky security for Mobile makes it easier for businesses to benefit from rigorous, 
multi-layered security and productivity-enhancing management capabilities.
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KAsPersKY  
seCuritY For MobiLe

comprehensIve

Kaspersky security for Mobile delivers a single solution that combines:

• Mobile security
• Mobile Device Management (MDM)

award-wInnIng antI-malware

Kaspersky security for Mobile protects against viruses, spyware, trojans, worms, bots and a wide 
range of other threats. its hybrid anti-malware approach combines:

• signature-based protection
• heuristic Analysis – for proactive detection of new threats
• Web-assisted protection, via the Kaspersky security network (Ksn) – to respond to emerging 

threats within minutes instead of hours or days
• over the Air (otA) delivery of anti-malware updates – direct from the Kaspersky security 

network to the users’ mobile devices
• Anti-spam – that can automatically filter out unwanted calls and sMs messages
• Anti-phishing – to protect users from phishing scams

secure contaIners

special containers can be set up on each mobile device – so that corporate data and 
applications are totally separated from the users’ personal data and apps. Flexible settings for 
containers let administrators:

• restrict data access
• Manage an application’s access to device resources – including sMs, camera, gPs, the 

network and the file system
• Control how data encryption is applied within the container

extensIve mobIle devIce management (mdm)

With extensive MDM functionality, Kaspersky security for Mobile makes it easier to manage a 
wide range of mobile devices and platforms. Management features include:

• Preconfigured installer – automatically generates an installation package based on your 
chosen policies and settings. the installation package can totally remove the need for any 
configuration by the user

• over the Air delivery of security applications to users’ devices – via sMs or email. to install the 
software, the user simply clicks the embedded link

• the ability to track deployment of security on every device – and deny access for any users that 
have not clicked to install the required security agent

• support for Active Directory, Microsoft exchange Activesync and Apple MDM – with a single, 
intuitive-to-use interface

• backup and restore of corporate configuration settings
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support for a wIde range of platforms

Kaspersky security for Mobile gives businesses easy management of security for a wide  
range of mobile platforms, including:

• Android
• ios
• Windows Mobile
• blackberry
• symbian

applIcatIon control for androId devIces

Kaspersky security for Mobile gives administrators easy-to-configure control over the launch  
of applications on mobile devices – using a choice of policies:

• Default Allow – to allow running of all non-blacklisted applications
• Default Deny – to block running of all applications, unless they are whitelisted

web control

For the Android platform, Kaspersky security for Mobile lets administrators filter web  
access in order to:

• block access to malicious websites
• select categories of sites that cannot be accessed from the mobile device, including: 

– sites with ‘adult content’ 
– sports websites 
– entertainment sites 
– social networks 
– online games… and more

rootIng / JaIlbreak detectIon

When users root or jailbreak their mobile device, it strips away security provisions.  
Kaspersky security for Mobile will:

• Detect rooted / jailbroken devices
• send alerts to the administrator
• Automatically block access to containerised corporate applications

enablIng encryptIon

Kaspersky security for Mobile provides an easy-to-use interface to the mobile device’s on-board 
encryption function – plus the ability to add a further layer of encryption, via containerization.
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preservatIon of performance

Kaspersky security for Mobile has been optimised for minimal impact on the performance  
of users’ devices and the business’s central servers:

• For users’ mobile devices: 
– Consumes less than 5% of the mobile device’s battery power 
– uses less than 5% of the mobile device’s processor capacity

• For your it infrastructure: 
– negligible effect on server performance 
– small, frequent database updates help minimise the load on servers/devices

antI-theft features

to protect confidential data when a phone is lost or stolen, Kaspersky security for Mobile 
provides easy access to the following anti-theft functions:

• remote locking of missing devices
• remote find – using gPs, gsM, Wi-Fi and google Maps
• remote wiping of data, including: 

– selective wiping – to wipe only corporate data 
– Device reset – to wipe all data and reset the device to its default factory settings

• siM Watch – immediately blocks the device if the siM card is changed, then sends the 
administrator the device’s new phone number… so the administrator can still run the  
remote blocking, wiping and finding features.

sIngle management console – for all functIons

While some vendors’ mobile security products require several different control consoles, 
Kaspersky offers a single, integrated console to manage:

• All mobile device security functions on thousands of mobile devices. on a single server, 
security can be managed for up to 50,000 devices (multiple servers can be used to manage 
security for larger quantities of devices)

• All Mobile Device Management (MDM) functions – for all supported platforms 
• in addition, the same Kaspersky console gives easy access to systems management  

features and can manage a wide range of other Kaspersky security technologies, including:
• security for all other endpoints – including desktops, servers and virtual machines
• A wide range of systems management functionality*

hIghly-Integrated… In-house developed code

All of Kaspersky’s prime technologies have been developed by the company’s own in-house 
experts – so the code that underpins Kaspersky’s Mobile security and MDM technologies is 
integrated and optimised to help preserve the performance of your devices and systems.

* exact functionality depends on the tier of Kaspersky endpoint security for business or Kaspersky total security  
for business
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WhY Choose  
KAsPersKY LAb?

there are many reasons why Kaspersky is trusted and used by enterprises all over the world.  
here are just some of them: 

• eugene Kaspersky, our Ceo, is the world’s foremost, respected, influential security expert.
• We are trusted by and have partnerships with the world’s premier law enforcement and 

government agencies – such as interpol and Certs.
• the Kaspersky security network, gives us the broadest view of millions of threats from every 

corner of the world. this intelligence allows us to see and often predict security incidents.
• our threat research and global research and Analysis teams (greAt) are renowned as 

leading threat experts – strategically located in 16 countries around the world, providing 
unparalleled depth of analysis and understanding of all kinds of threats, from common 
malware, to targeted attacks and the most sophisticated cyber weapons. 

• We have a long-standing reputation of making the first and most relevant security discoveries.
• We are the world’s largest privately held it security company whose r&D teams are solely 

focused on technology quality and innovation, rather than being constrained only by short-
term, market-driven profit expectations. 

• We are recognised as the industry leader in it security technologies, demonstrated by the fact 
that Kaspersky is consistently awarded top scores in more independent tests than any other 
security software vendor.

• Kaspersky Lab has been identified as a Leader in the three most prominent and influential 
global analyst vendor assessments (gartner, Forrester and iDC).



about kaspersky lab
Kaspersky Lab is the world’s largest privately held vendor of endpoint protection 
solutions. the company is ranked among the world’s top four vendors of security 
solutions for endpoint users*. throughout its more than 16-year history 
Kaspersky Lab has remained an innovator in it security and provides effective 
digital security solutions for large enterprises, sMbs and consumers. Kaspersky 
Lab, with its holding company registered in the united Kingdom, currently 
operates in almost 200 countries and territories across the globe, providing 
protection for over 300 million users worldwide.

Learn more at kaspersky.com/enterprise

*  the company was rated fourth in the iDC rating Worldwide endpoint security revenue by vendor, 2012. 
the rating was published in the iDC report “Worldwide endpoint security 2013–2017 Forecast and 
2012 vendor shares (iDC #242618, August 2013). the report ranked software vendors according to 
earnings from sales of endpoint security solutions in 2012.
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